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Priority Dialtone Service Empowers Muckleshoot 

Indian Tribe's Emergency Call Boxes 

Introduction 

The Muckleshoot Indian Tribe faced a challenge in providing reliable and cost-effective 

communication for their emergency call boxes throughout the reservation. With the goal of 

improving emergency response capabilities and eliminating the need for expensive analog 

phone service, they implemented the MS130v5 device with True911. This innovative solution 

offered priority Dialtone service, easy implementation, flawless functionality, and substantial 

cost savings. 

Challenge 

The Muckleshoot Indian Tribe needed a reliable communication solution for their emergency call 

boxes to ensure the safety and well-being of the community. The existing analog phone service 

was costly and prone to disruptions, limiting their ability to respond effectively to emergency 

situations. They sought an alternative solution that would provide priority Dialtone service, be 

easy to implement, and offer substantial cost savings. 

The Role of MS130v5 with True911 

To address the communication challenges faced by the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, they adopted 

the MS130v5 device with True911, revolutionizing their emergency callbox system. 

Priority Dialtone Service 

The MS130v5 with True911 offered priority Dialtone service specifically designed for emergency 

call boxes. This ensured seamless communication during critical situations, allowing immediate 

access to emergency services and timely response to incidents. The solution prioritized 

emergency calls, guaranteeing that the Tribe's emergency call boxes had the highest level of 

communication availability. 

Easy Implementation 

Implementing the MS130v5 with True911 was a straightforward and hassle-free process for the 

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe. The devices seamlessly integrated with their existing callbox 

infrastructure, requiring minimal modifications. This ease of implementation enabled a smooth 

transition to the new solution, minimizing downtime and ensuring uninterrupted emergency 

communication services. 
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Flawless Functionality 

The MS130v5 with True911 delivered flawless functionality, surpassing the Tribe's expectations. 

The devices provided crystal-clear voice quality and reliable connections, enhancing emergency 

communication capabilities. The solution's advanced features, such as enhanced e911 and 

NG911, enabled precise location tracking and efficient emergency response coordination, 

further strengthening the Tribe's emergency preparedness. 

Substantial Cost Savings 

By replacing expensive analog phone service with the MS130v5 and True911 subscription, the 

Muckleshoot Indian Tribe achieved significant cost savings. The elimination of costly analog 

lines and associated maintenance expenses translated into tens of thousands of dollars in 

savings. These funds could be redirected towards other important community initiatives, 

improving the overall well-being of the Tribe. 

Conclusion 

The Muckleshoot Indian Tribe successfully transformed their emergency callbox system by 

implementing the MS130v5 with True911. This innovative solution provided priority Dialtone 

service, easy implementation, flawless functionality, and substantial cost savings. By embracing 

this advanced communication technology, the Tribe enhanced emergency response capabilities 

and eliminated the limitations of analog phone service. The MS130v5 with True911 not only 

saved the Tribe valuable resources but also ensured the safety and well-being of their 

community members throughout the reservation. 
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